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Across:
8. This accomplished actor appeared in the movie 
"Tomb Raider" alongside his daughter Angelina Jolie
12. This British sitcom followed the exploits of three 
eccentric Irish priests and their tea-loving 
housekeeper
14. This famous politician helped end apartheid and 
is considered the Father of Freedom in South Africa
20. This mythical old man often carries a scythe or 
an hourglass
23. Considered the Father of Modern Science, this 
man formulated the theory of relativity
26. This scientist's theory of evolution earned him 
the title "Father of Modern Biology"
27. This member of England's royal family has two 
sons: William and Harry
28. This actor has two children - Connor and Isabella 
- with his famous Australian ex-wife, Nicole Kidman
29. The first President of the United States, many 
Americans consider him to the Father of their 
country

Down:
9. This ex-Beatle has a famous fashion designer 
daughter
10. This well-known actor has two famous sons: Charlie 
and Emilio
11. This author of "The BFG" and other famous children's 
books had several children of his own: Olivia, Tessa, 
Ophelia, Theo, and Lucy
13. This politician was premier of NSW five times and is 
called the "Father of Australian Federation"
15. This Academy Award winning actor is the father of 
Peter and Jane and the grandfather of Bridget
16. This Father of Modern Computing helped crack the 
Enigma code in WWII and later published articles on 
artificial intelligence
17. This cartoon father only had one child: a red-headed 
daughter named "Pebbles"
18. This internationally-recognized soccer player has two 
sons: Brooklyn and Romeo
19. Another name for Santa Claus or St. Nick
21. This actor played the father of Harrison Ford's 
"Indiana Jones"
22. Luke Skywalker was horrified to learn that this man 
was his father in the "Star Wars" films
24. This musician's son Jakob is in his own successful 
rock band, The Wallflowers
25. He was the most powerful of the Greek gods and the 
father of Hercules
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